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For statistical decision problems, there are two well-known methods of 
randomization: on the one hand, randomization by means of mixtures of non- 
randomized decision functions (randomized decision rules) in the game “statis- 
tician against nature,” on the other hand, randomization by means of randomized 
decision functions. In this paper, we consider the problem of risk-equivalence of 
these two procedures, i.e., imposing fairly general conditions on a nonsequential 
decision problem, it is shown that to each randomized decision rule, there is 
a randomized decision function with uniformly the same risk, and vice versa. 
The crucial argument is based on rewriting risk-equivalence in terms of 
Choquet’s integral representation theorem. It is shown, in addition, that for 
certain special cases that do not fulfill the assumptions of the Main Theorem, 
risk-equivalence holds at least partially. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The usual proofs [2,3, 121 of the risk-equivalence of the von Neumann and 
the Wald randomized sequential decision functions (r.s.d.f.), resting on an 
admissible structure (cf., [l]) of the sigma-field associated with the set of all 
nonrandomized d.f.‘s, run into considerable difficulties (due to measurability 
problems) when the sample space has nondiscrete structures. The object of the 
present paper is to show that by an appeaI to the Choquet representation theory 
(cf., [6]), the above risk-equivalence can be established with rigor even for the 
general case of nondiscrete structures. 
We introduce the basic procedure with preliminary notions in Section 2. 
Section 3 is devoted to the formulation of the Main Theorem, while its proof 
is presented in the last section. 
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2. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
Let (X, %, P) be a probability space where X is the sample space, 8 is the 
sigma-field of subsets of X, and P is a probability measure belonging to a class ‘!$I 
of probability measures on (X, b). Let d be the space of all decisions, and let Z 
be the sigma-field of subsets of d. Consider a nonnegative loss function 
L: ‘$3 x d - R (L being Z-measurable) and let g: X + d be a nonrandomized d.f. 
(g being ($23, Z)-measurable) with risk %(P, g) = fX L(P, g(x)) P(h). We denote 
by D the set of all g and associate with D a suitable sigma-field 8. Then, a 
randomized decision rule (r.d.r.) is a probability measure h on (D, 19) with the 
risk function 
VP, 4 = s, Jx L(P, g(4) pw +w, PE13, (2.1) 
see [3, 121. 
Another method of randomization introduced by Wald [12] is based on 
r.d.f.‘s 6: X x Z + [0, l] that are Markov kernels, i.e., which are probability 
measures on Z for fixed x E X, and functions measurable d, for fixed E E Z: 
The risk is now defined by 
These two methods of randomization are called to be risk-equivalent i f f  
there exists a a-field 8 on D such that (a) to each r.d.f. 6, there is a r.d.r. h on 8 
with R(P, 6) = ‘%(P, h), for all P E ‘$J; and (b) to each r.d.r. X on 19, there is 
a r.d.f. 6 with R(P, 8) = %(P, h), for all P E ‘$3. 
Suppose it is possible to find a u-field 8 on D such that the evaluation map 
(g, X) .c+ g(x) becomes measurable (9 x !& Z); 8 is then an admissible structure, 
cf., Aumann [I]. Suppose, in addition, that each set function X on the system of 
sets {g E D: g(x) E E}, x E X, E E .Z, with X(D) = 1, has an extension to 6. Under 
these two assumptions, risk-equivalence is an easy consequence of Fubini’s 
theorem, because, for 6 given, the decision rule X defined by 
X({g ED: g(x) E E}) = 6(x, E) 
has the property required in (a); given /\ on 8 for the r.d.f. 6(x, E) = X((g:g(x) E E}), 
we have R(P, 6) = ‘iR(P, h), for all P E ‘$3. We note that, of course, this construc- 
tion is independent of the given class ‘+$I. For 3 countable, ‘13 power set of X, 
Kolmogorov’s u-field on d x == D is an admissible structure on D, cf., Aumann 
[l], thus, for this relatively simple case, risk-equivalence follows; for another 
proof with X and d countable, c.f, Blackwell, Girshick [2, p. 1721. Unfortunately, 
for X having nondiscrete structure, the above method does not work out. 
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Another technique of establishing at least part (a) of our definition may be 
outlined as follows. Let (X, !I3) be arbitrary and let d be a polish space with 
Bore1 u-field 2: Let B(A, .Z) be the set of all bounded real valued functions from 
A to Iw, measurable (2, S,), with b, Bore1 a-field on Iw, and let 9X1+(X, ‘$5) be the 
set of all probability measures on (SE, 23). Then, by a theorem of Wald and 
Wolfowitz, cf., [13], to each r.d.f. S, there exists a function r,: [0, I] x X --f A, 
measurable (%I1 n [0, l] x 93, Z) such that 
with /\r Lebesgue measure on 8, n [O, I]. Now, define for each 6 E tir+, gr+ the 
set of all Markov kernels from (9, 23) to (d, Z), a function y6: [0, l] -+ D, 
y*(y) = r&y, .), and let 9, be the finest a-field on D such that ys becomes 
measurable (d, n [0, I], as), that is, Qs = {A CD: y;l(A) E B, n [0, I]); take 
19 = nssB,+ 8, . For this u-field 8, one easily proves 
(i) (gED,g(x)cE}EQ, VXEX, VEER; 
(ii) the functiong + Jxf(g(x)) P(dx) is measurable (8, !&), VIE B(A, Z), 
VP E 9Jl,‘(X, 23); 
(iii) to each kernel 8 ~&r-t, there exists a probability measure h, on 8, 
such that 
(hence, 6(x, E) = X,({g E D: g(x) E E)), VH E X, VE E 2). 
In particular, (iii) yields that to each r.d.f. 6, there exists a r.d.r. h, with the 
same risk, independent of the actual choice of the (bounded) loss function L and 
the class of probabihty measures ‘$I. It should be mentioned that there exist 
nontrivial examples, where 8 is not the whole power set of D. Unfortunately, 
the proof of part (b) in the definition of risk-equivalence cannot be readily 
established using the a-field 9 just constructed. 
Another possibility of proving risk-equivalence for ‘$ finite using the Wald- 
Wolfowitz-function r was pointed out to the author by Hinderer [4]. Under 
some additional mild assumptions, he gives an answer in the affirmative for the 
problem. The u-field r9 is now the Bore1 u-field with respect to the topology on D 
induced by the usual intrinsic metric, cf., Wald [12], or by the semi-intrinsic 
metric, cf., Teh Tjoe-Tie [8]. 
Recently, von Weizsacker [l I] has proved that for A arbitrary, to each kernel 
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6 E c&~, there exists a probability measure & on the intersection of D with 
Kolmogorov’s o-field on d”, such that 6(x, E) = X,({g:g(x) E E)), Vx E X, 
VE E 2, (cf., also, property (iii)). But, similar to the first method, considerable 
measurability difficulties arise passing to the terms for the risk in the general case 
of 8 not necessarily of admissible structure. Finally, Aumann [l] points out that 
even in standard examples of spaces of measurable functions, in general, no 
admissible structure exists. Equivalent conditions for 8 having an admissible 
structure are given by Rao [7]. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Since each of the nonrandomized d.f. g E D is a special r.d.f. that is a point 
measure for all x E X, the equation R(P, 6) = %(P, h), P E ‘p, means that 8 is 
a “barycenter” of the probability measure h on 8r+ that is “supported” by D. 
In Section 4, we shall prove that this approach to our problem yields risk- 
equivalence for a statistical decision model with a nonnegative, lower semi- 
continuous loss function, a compact metric space A of decisions, and a dominated 
family ‘p of probability measures. To state our main result, let (X, 8, p) be 
a u-finite measure space, and let A be compact and metric with its Bore1 u-field 2: 
Let L, and L, be the Banach spaces of p-integrable and p-essentially bounded 
functions, respectively, of X into the real line. Let M+(A) be the set of all 
nonnegative, lower semicontinuous functions of A into the real line. C(A) denotes 
the set of all continuous functions of A into the real line. L,+, L,+, and C+(A) 
are the positive cones of L, , L, , and C(A), respectively. We note that a function 
8 of fi x .Z into the real line is called a signed kernel from (3,123) to (A, Z) i f f  the 
following conditions are satisfied: For each fixed x E X, 6(x, .) is a (real valued) 
signed measure on z for each fixed E E Z, S( ., E) is a function measurable 8. 
The set of all signed bounded kernels from (X, !B) to (A, Z) is denoted by b. 
cc?,+ = (6 E 8: 6 > 0,6(x, A) = 1, Vx E X} ( as in Section 2) is the set of all Markov 
kernels. Let D be the set of all Markov kernels from (X, b) to (A, Z) that are 
point measures for fixed x E X. Put %2(p) = (6 E 8: 6(x, .) = 0 for p-almost all 
x E X), and let @(CL) be the quotient space S/%(p). (E,+(p) and a(p) denote the 
images of &r+ and D, respectively, under the canonical homomorphism of d 
onto e(p). For h EL, , f  a bounded function of A into the real line measurable Z, 
take 
Obviously, cp(f, h, .) is a linear mapping of CQ,) into the real line. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose (X,8, t.~) is a o-finite measure space and A is compact 
metric with its Bore1 u-field Z. Then, there exists a a-Jield 6 of subsets of ID(p) with 
the following property: To each kernel & E &+(t.~), there is a probability measure 
&, on 9 such that, for allf E M+(A), for all h EL,+, 
and to each probability measure h on 8, there is a 8, E E,+(~.L) such that, for all 
f  6 M+(A), for all h E LIL, 
df, h, 8,) = s,, 
u 
) df, h, $1 Ydb (3.3) 
Remark. Identifying randomized decision functions with the same risk 
for all P E 13, from Theorem 1 we learn that risk-equivalence holds under the 
conditions mentioned at the beginning of this section. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be facilitated by the following technical lemmas, 
concerning some topological properties and the extreme points of the convex set 
ww 
Let 2(p) denote the set of all continuous linear mappings of C(A) into L, . 
Then, it is well known that the mapping 
f-b *.+ S(x, f  )I, f  E C(A), 6 E 8, 8 E Q), 
is an element Ta of 2(p) (independent of the actual choice of the representative 
6 E 8). Define ~(8) = T8; then, by standard arguments, one easily proves that T is 
bijective and maps @i+(p) onto Xi+(p) = {T E 2(p), Tl = 1, T > O}; hence, 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose (X, 23, t.~) is a a-finite measure space and A is compact 
metric with its Bore1 u-field Z. Then, there exists a bijective linear mapping of 
@(CL) onto Z(p) that maps &+(p) onto Xl+(~). 
To apply Choquet’s theorem, we have to determine the set of extreme points 
of the set &r+(p). Therefore, we prove 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose (X, 23, TV) is a a-finite measure space and A is compact 
metric with its Bore1 u-field Z. Then, the set of extreme points of El+(~) is precisely 
the set D(p). 
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Proof. Let 2&(p) be the set of extreme points of 2i+(p). By [lo, Theorem 1, 
p. 241, of Tulcea, we have that T E Z&(p), i f f  T is multiplicative. Now this fact 
enables us to show that T@,(P)) = 2&(p), with 7 as defined at the beginning of 
this section. 
Clearly, T@(P)) C Z:,(p). On the other hand, take T E 5&(p). Then, Lemma 4.1 
yields T = ~(8) = ~(8 + S(p)), 8 E @I+(p), and 6 is a Markov kernel. Further- 
more, from the existence of a uniformly dense subset H(d) C C(d), it turns out 
that there is a set NE 23, p(N) = 0, such that, for all x E 3 - N, and for all 
f~ H(d), S(r, f “) = (6(x, f))“. But this immediately implies 
f = const. S(x, .) - a.s., XEX-*Iv, fEC(A), (4.1) 
where (4.1) is a well-known condition for 6(x, .), x E X - N, being an extreme 
point of the set of all probability measures on (A, Z). Since a probability measure 
on (A, Z) is an extreme point of the set of all probability measures on (A, 2) i f f  
it is a point measure, we get S + m(p) = s” E D(p), which completes the proof. 1 
Let Y denote the projective topology on E(p) with respect to the family 
{q$f, h, .): f E C(d), h ELM} of real valued mappings defined in (3.1). Then, as 
an easy application of Tychonov’s product theorem, we have 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose (3, 8, p) is a a-jinite measure space and A is compact 
metric with its Bore1 a-jield 22 Let (I!.+) b e endowed with the topology F. Then, Jo 
is Hausdorff and the set @+(p) is compact with respect to this topology. If, further- 
more, the o-field 23 is separable, then (I&+) is metric. 
Lemma 4.3 shows that, for A compact and !R separable, the set e,+(p) is 
sequentially compact. In particular, this implies that to each sequence 
(8,: n 3 l} c @I+( p ) , we have a subsequence {&), and a S, E&+(P) such that 
lim I-tm v(f, h, 6”,J = q(f, h, &,), f E C(A), h E& . Now, this assertion is valid 
even if we drop the assumption that 23 is a separable u-field. 
COROLLARY 4.1. To each sequence (8,: n 2 l} C QI+(p), there exists a sub- 
sequence {&J and a 8, E Cc,+(,) such that, for all f  E C(A), and for all h EL, , 
Proof. (For the case A = (0, 1}, cf., NolIe-Plachky [SJ). Take a sequence 
(8, = 6, + !Jl(p): n > l> c (El+&). S’ mce Z is separable, we can find by a 
standard argument, a separable a-field 8’ C 8 such that, for all E E 2, and for all 
n > 1, S,(., E) becomes measurable 8’. Passing to (X, 23’, CL’), p’ = p / %J’, 
L,(X, !B’, p’), (A, .Z), and Q’), as mentioned above, we have a subsequence 
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(ski = 6,i + ‘%(,A’)} of {&’ = 6, + %(p’), n 3 I} and a so’ E a,-(~‘) such that, 
for all ffz C(A), and for all h’ E L&X, b’, p’), 
From now on, the proof follows the pattern as in Nolle-Plachky [5] and we will 
not repeat it here. 1 
We return now to the proof of Theorem 1. Let e;(p) be endowed with the 
topology 7 defined above. Then, by Lemma 4.3, the convex set &+(p) is 
compact. Let 8’ be the o-field of subsets of @r+(p) that is generated by g&(p) = 
D(p) (Lemma 4.2) and the Baire sets. First, we shall prove (3.3). 
(i) Take a probability measure h on (D(p), a), 9 = D(p) n W, and let 1 
be its natural extension to 8’. Then, we have a sh E @r+(p) such that, for all 
continuous affine functions g on $+(~), 
and in particular, 
Since this is a straightforward consequence of [6, Proposition 4.5; and the first 
part of the proof of Proposition I.11 in the book by Phelps, the proof will be 
omitted. 
Each of the functions f~ M+(d) is the upper envelope of an increasing 
sequence of continuous functions on the metric space A (c.f., Tong [9]). There- 
fore, by the monotone convergence theorem and (4.2) we obtain 
(ii) Take 8, E @r+(p). By a version of the Choquet-Bishop-de Leeuw 
theorem (see Phelps [6, p. 301) th ere is a probability measure X on 8’ with 
h@(p)) = 1 and 
g continuous affine on &!r+(~). Finally, with the same arguments used in (i), we 
have 
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Remark. We note that in the case of testing hypotheses, A = {0, I}, our 
procedure specializes as follows: The topology 7 on E(p) = L.&L) is just the 
topology a&*(p), I&L)) (weak*-topology). The u-field 8’ of subsets of C&+(p) = 
O(p), CD(~) the set of all test functions, is generated by the set D(p) = ([Z&1, 
B E S} and the Baire sets of D(p) with respect to the u&*(p), &(p)) topology. 
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